The spectral dimension measures the dimensionality of a space as witnessed by a diffusing random walker. Within the causal dynamical triangulations approach to the quantization of gravity [9, 10, 14] , the spectral dimension exhibits novel scale-dependent dynamics: reducing towards a value near 2 on sufficiently small scales, matching closely the topological dimension on intermediate scales, and decaying in the presence of positive curvature on sufficiently large scales [12, 13, 16, 20, 24, 26, 28] . I report the first comprehensive scaling analysis of the small-to-intermediate scale spectral dimension for the test case of the causal dynamical triangulations of 3-dimensional Einstein gravity. I find that the spectral dimension scales trivially with the diffusion constant. I find that the spectral dimension is completely finite in the infinite volume limit, and I argue that its maximal value is exactly consistent with the topological dimension of 3 in this limit. I find that the spectral dimension reduces further towards a value near 2 as this case's bare coupling approaches its phase transition, and I present evidence against the conjecture that the bare coupling simply sets the overall scale of the quantum geometry [11] . On the basis of these findings, I advance a tentative physical explanation for the dynamical reduction of the spectral dimension observed within causal dynamical triangulations: branched polymeric quantum geometry on sufficiently small scales. My analyses should facilitate attempts to employ the spectral dimension as a physical observable with which to delineate renormalization group trajectories in the hope of taking a continuum limit of causal dynamical triangulations at a nontrivial ultraviolet fixed point [3, 6, 21, 22, 26] .
Introduction
The causal dynamical triangulations approach to the quantization of gravity produced the first significant indication that spacetime dimensionality dynamically reduces on sufficiently small length scales [12] . Specifically, numerical measurements revealed the spectral dimension decreasing from a value of approximately 4 on intermediate scales to a value of approximately 2 on sufficiently small scales [12, 13, 28] . More recent such measurements, performed at different values of the bare couplings, showed dynamical reduction towards a value closer to 3 2 [26] . Evidence for dynamical dimensional reduction has subsequently emerged from several other approaches to the quantization of gravity [18] .
Although the original paper documenting dynamical dimensional reduction dates back more than a decade [12] , only recently did Coumbe and Jurkiewicz perform a more thorough study [26] . I now report a comprehensive study, including several scaling analyses not considered by Coumbe and Jurkiewicz, for the case of the causal dynamical triangulations of 3-dimensional Einstein gravity. This computationally simpler model reproduces all of the known phenomenology of the causal dynamical triangulations of 4-dimensional Einstein gravity, excepting certain aspects of the latter model's phase structure [11, 15, 16, 17, 20, 24, 25, 28] . Indeed, as the results reported below demonstrate, the former model's spectral dimension exhibits the behavior of the latter model's spectral dimension even more closely than previously appreciated. I study the 3-dimensional model as an informative prelude to the more realistic 4-dimensional model.
In the case of the causal dynamical triangulations of 3-dimensional Einstein gravity, numerical measurements of the spectral dimension involve three parameters: the diffusion constant ρ characterizing random walks on causal triangulations, the number N 3 of 3-simplices used to construct causal triangulations, and the
Causal dynamical triangulations
Causal dynamical triangulations is an approach to the nonperturbative quantization of classical theories of gravity based on a particular lattice regularization of the path integral [9, 10, 14] . Within this approach one studies the regularized gravitational transition amplitudes in which the bare couplings k 0 and k 3 are functions of the bare Newton constant G 0 , the bare cosmological constant Λ 0 , and the lattice spacing a, and N 0 is the number of 0-simplices [10] . The numerical value of α is irrelevant in three dimensions; moreover, k 3 is not independent of k 0 as the partition function (2.2) for fixed N 3 is only well-defined at the critical value k c 3 (k 0 , N 3 ). For the action (2.3) the partition function (2.2) exhibits two phases of quantum geometry separated by a first-order transition at the critical value k c 0 ≈ 3.3 of k 0 [11, 28] .
1 I consider exclusively the so-labeled phase C, a condensate of 3-simplices that exhibits de Sitter-like properties on sufficiently large scales and dynamical reduction of the spectral dimension on sufficiently small scales [11, 15, 16, 17, 20, 24, 25, 28] . I consider only the condensate itself, excising the so-called stalk-a component of each causal triangulation now recognized as a numerical artifact [25] -prior to numerical measurement of the spectral dimension. I provide a graphical representation of the condensate and the stalk in figure 2.1. To distinguish the condensate from the stalk, I analyze the evolution of the discrete spatial 2-volume in the global foliation as described, for instance, in [15, 25] . I return to the other phase, so-labeled A, in section 5.
Ultimately, one hopes to remove the lattice regularization of causal triangulations by finding a continuum limit in which the lattice spacing vanishes while expectation values of physical observables remain finite. Typically, the existence of such a continuum limit is contingent upon the existence of an ultraviolet fixed point of the renormalization group, and the existence of such a fixed point is contingent upon the existence of a second-order (or higher-order) phase transition. Since the causal dynamical triangulations of 3-dimensional Einstein gravity lacks such phase transitions, one would not expect this model to possess a continuum limit. Ambjørn, Jurkiewicz, and Loll have argued, nevertheless, that this model does possess a continuum limit and, moreover, that taking this continuum limit requires no tuning of k 0 [11] . I return to their argument in subsection 4.3. I explain in section 5 that the analyses of the spectral dimension reported in section 4 will in any case prove instructive for attempts to find a continuum limit of the causal dynamical triangulations of 4-dimensional Einstein gravity, a model that possess at least one second-order phase transition [1, 2, 7, 8] . Furthermore, one hopes to demonstrate an Osterwalder-Schrader-type theorem for causal dynamical triangulations to understand the import of numerical results derived from the partition function (2.2) for the transition amplitude (2.1).
Spectral dimension
Several measures of dimensionality, including the so-called spectral dimension, are based on properties of random walks. Consider a random walker diffusing through a D-dimensional Riemannian manifold M with metric g. The heat equation,
governs the random walker's diffusion. Subject to the initial condition
specifying the walker's initial location, K(x, x , s) is the probability of diffusion from location x to location x in diffusion time s for diffusion constant ℘. The return probability,
is the probability that the walker returns to its initial location in diffusion time s (irregardless of its initial location). One defines the spectral dimension D s (s) as follows:
D s (s) quantifies the scaling of P (s) with s; the factor of −2 ensures that 
provides a measure of the dimensionality of M on the scale specified by s.
2
I now adapt the above definition of the spectral dimension to the setting of causal triangulations [12, 13, 16] . Consider a random walker diffusing through a D-dimensional Wick-rotated causal triangulation T c . The integrated heat equation takes the form
specifying the walker's initial D-simplex, K(s, s , σ) is the probability of diffusion from D-simplex s to Dsimplex s in σ diffusion time steps for diffusion constant ρ. N (s ) is the set of N (N (s )) D-simplices neighboring the simplex s . The return probability,
is the probability that the walker returns to its initial D-simplex in σ diffusion time steps (irregardless of its initial D-simplex). One defines the spectral dimension D s (σ) as follows:
for appropriate finite differences. In particular, expanding the logarithmic derivative in equation (3.9),
to lowest order in ∆σ = 1. I finally adapt the above definition of the spectral dimension to an ensemble of causal triangulations. Consider an ensemble of N (T c ) D-dimensional Wick-rotated causal triangulations T c . The expectation value of D s (σ) in the quantum state (2.2) is defined as follows:
by the ensemble average
(3.12)
D s (σ) provides a measure of the dimensionality of the quantum geometry on the scale corresponding to σ defined by an ensemble of causal triangulations. I report numerical measurements of D s (σ) for several ensembles of causal triangulations within phase C in section 4.
Scaling analyses
Three parameters-the diffusion constant ρ, the number N 3 of 3-simplices, and the bare coupling k 0 -enter into a numerical measurement of the ensemble average spectral dimension D s (σ) .
3 I explore the dependence of D s (σ) on ρ for fixed N 3 and k 0 in subsection 4.1, the dependence of D s (σ) on N 3 for fixed ρ and k 0 in subsection 4.2, and the dependence of D s (σ) on k 0 for fixed ρ and N 3 in subsection 4.3. In each of these explorations, I look for evidence of scaling of D s (σ) with the parameter being varied.
The exploration of subsection 4.2 is a standard finite-size scaling analysis. I present numerical measurements of D s (σ) for increasing values of N 3 from which I attempt to extrapolate towards the infinite volume limit N 3 → ∞. As I discuss further in subsection 4.2 below, one only expects to obtain a nontrivial continuum limit in conjunction with the infinite volume limit. Accordingly, finiteness of D s (σ) in the infinite volume limit, which I determine through this finite-size scaling analysis, may be necessary for finiteness of D s (σ) in a continuum limit.
Dependence on the diffusion constant ρ
I first explore the dependence of D s (σ) on ρ holding fixed k 0 and N 3 . Equation (3.1) implies a trivial dependence: since the diffusion constant ℘-or, more precisely, ℘ −1 -enters as a constant factor multiplying the diffusion time s, ℘ simply rescales s. This conclusion does not follow straightforwardly from equation (3.6) , and computing the expectation value of D s (σ) with respect to the partition function (2.2) further complicates predicting this dependence. I have instead performed measurements of D s (σ) for five values of ρ at fixed k 0 and N 3 to determine its dependence on ρ. I display these measurements in figure 4.1.
The plots in figure 4 .1 exhibit the characteristic behavior of D s (σ) within phase C. The case of ρ = 0.8 (orange, upright triangles) provides the clearest illustration. As σ increases from a value of order 10 to a value of order 100, D s (σ) increases monotonically from a value of approximately 2.5 to a value of approximately 2.65. Read in reverse, this is the phenomenon of dynamical reduction of D s (σ) , first reported in [12] . While figure 4.6 below attests that D s (σ) dynamically reduces to its minimal value D s min of approximately 2.5 irregardless of the value of N 3 , figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.15 below attest that D s min depends on the value of k 0 .
4 Previous studies have attested [12, 13, 16, 20, 26] and figure 4.6 below further attests that sufficiently small values of N 3 depress the maximal value D s max of D s (σ) -in this case approximately 2.65-below the value of the topological dimension-in this case 3.
5 As σ subsequently increases beyond a value of order 100, D s (σ) decreases monotonically towards a value of 0 [16] . In the cases of ρ = 0.2, ρ = 0.4, and ρ = 0.6, D s (σ) exhibits additional structure for very small σ: as σ increases from a value of order 1 to a value of order 10, D s (σ) decreases slightly from a value of approximately 2.55 to a value of approximately 2.5. I have yet to ascertain whether or not this decrease is a physical phenomenon; the physical explanation for the spectral dimension's dynamical reduction that I propose in section 5 implies that this decrease is not a physical phenomenon.
The dynamical reduction of D s (σ) is obscured for ρ = 1 because random walks of even and odd σ for σ < 100 yield disparate estimates for D s (σ) . As Benedetti and Henson first observed [16] , and as figure 4.1 attests, choosing ρ < 1 significantly smooths the oscillations in D s (σ) . To render D s (σ) for ρ = 1 useful for subsequent comparisons with D s (σ) for ρ < 1, I compute an interpolated value D s (σ) int of D s (σ) for ρ = 1 using a straightforward averaging technique:
Alongside D s (σ) for ρ = 0.2, ρ = 0.4, ρ = 0.6, and ρ = 0. Previous studies indicate that D s max approaches the topological dimension of 3 from below in the infinite volume limit, possibly slightly overshooting [16] . 6 The measurements of D s max in figure 4.7 corroborate these studies: D s max approaches and slightly overshoots 3 as N 3 increases. Indeed, a value of 3 for D s max does not fall within the range of the measurement errors for ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ Previous studies possibly suggest that σ max diverges in the infinite volume limit. These studies have advanced evidence for and made use of the double scaling limit
for the spacetime 3-volume V 3 [11, 16, 17, 24, 25] : in the combination of the infinite volume limit (N 3 → ∞) and the continuum limit (a → 0), C 3 N 3 a 3 approaches V 3 . C 3 is the effective discrete spacetime 3-volume of a single 3-simplex, so N 3 is essentially the discrete spacetime 3-volume. Assuming that V 3 is fixed (for fixed k 0 ) and that the double scaling limit (4.6) holds with negligible corrections for finite but sufficiently . The diffusion time σ is associated with units of a 2 since the diffusion time s has dimensions of squared length (after absorbing the diffusion constant ℘ into s in equation (3.1) ). On the basis of the double scaling limit (4.6), one therefore expects σ to scale with N 3 as N −2/3 3 . Denoting by s max the fixed value of s at which D s (s) attains its maximum, one infers that
The double scaling limit (4.6) and relation (4.7) then dictate that 8) implying that σ max diverges in the infinite volume limit. The evidence for the double scaling limit (4.6) stems from analysis of large-scale observables [13] , and the uses of the double scaling limit (4.6) come in modeling of large-scale observables [15, 16, 17, 24, 25] . For instance, Ambjørn, Jurkiewicz, and Loll originally arrived at the double scaling limit (4.6) by studying temporal correlations in the discrete spatial volume [13] , and Benedetti and Henson applied the double scaling limit (4.6) to the diffusion time in fitting the spectral dimension of deformed de Sitter space to the large-scale ensemble average spectral dimension [16] . Accordingly, I only expect σ to scale with N 3 as N −2/3 3 for sufficiently large values of σ, presumably for random walks that probe classical or at least semiclassical regimes.
Evidently, σ max does not follow the relation (4.8) but scales noncanonically with N 3 . Presumably, for σ < σ max , σ also scales noncanonically with N 3 . While one should have anticipated noncanonical scaling of σ with N 3 for σ < σ max since D s (σ) exhibits the quantum-mechanical effect of dynamical dimensional reduction for σ < σ max , one might have expected σ max to scale canonically with N 3 since D s (σ) attains the topological dimension of 3 on the scale associated with σ max . This finding is consistent with the analysis of [16] in which canonical scaling of σ with N 3 was only applied for σ > σ max . The noncanonical scaling of σ max with N 3 expressed in equation (4.5) suggests that the quantum geometry on the scale associated with σ max is not as semiclassical as the value of D s (σ) suggests.
Numerical measurements of D s (σ) for N 3 > 2 × 10 5 should determine whether σ max is finite or infinite in the infinite volume limit. Despite the inconclusiveness of the above analysis, σ max presumably diverges in the infinite volume limit taken alone: as N 3 diverges, V 3 diverges, and, as V 3 defines the largest scale characterizing a causal triangulation, any smaller scales can likewise diverge. Conversely, σ max presumably remains finite in the double scaling limit (4.6), the infinite volume and continuum limits taken together: as N 3 diverges and a vanishes, V 3 remains finite, and, as V 3 defines the largest scale characterizing a causal triangulation, any smaller scales must likewise remain finite.
Dependence on the bare coupling k 0
I finally explore the dependence of D s (σ) on k 0 holding fixed ρ and N 3 . I have performed measurements of D s (σ) for five values of k 0 to determine its dependence on k 0 . I display these measurements separately in figure 4.11 and together in figure 4.12. The plots in figures 4.11 and 4.12 show that D s (σ) changes * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Ambjørn, Jurkiewicz, and Loll conjectured that k 0 only sets the overall scale of the quantum geometry within phase C [11] . Numerical measurements of the temporal evolution of the spatial 2-volume-specifically, the ensemble average number N ) therefore indicate that k 0 sets the overall scale of the quantum geometry on sufficiently large scales but that k 0 does not set the overall scale of the quantum geometry on sufficiently small scales. While this conclusion is consistent with the findings of Ambjørn, Jurkiewicz, and Loll, confirmed just above, since N SL 2 (τ ) is a large-scale observable, this conclusion necessitates a refinement of these authors' conjecture. The breakdown of their conjecture is not unexpected: as evidenced by the dynamics of D s (σ) , at least three scales-the rate of dynamical dimensional reduction, the scale associated with σ max , and the rate of large-scale decay of D s (σ) -characterize the quantum geometry within phase C, of which only the last coincides with the overall scale of N SL 2 (τ ) . 7 I exclude the (presumably) unphysically small values of Ds(σ) for very small values of σ (σ < 15 for k 0 = 0.5, σ < 9 for k 0 = 1.0, σ < 7 for k 0 = 1.5, σ < 5 for k 0 = 2.0, σ < 5 for k 0 = 2.5). 
Conclusion
I have aimed to study comprehensively the phenomenology of the small-to-intermediate scale spectral dimension within phase C of the causal dynamical triangulations of 3-dimensional Einstein gravity. To this end I performed systematic numerical measurements of the ensemble average spectral dimension D s (σ) as a function the diffusion time σ. I presented and analyzed these measurements in section 4, investigating the dependence of D s (σ) on the three parameters that enter into a measurement of D s (σ) : the diffusion constant ρ, the number N 3 of 3-simplices, and the bare coupling k 0 . In subsection 4.1 I demonstrated that D s (σ) depends trivially on ρ: ρ simply rescales σ as equation (3.1), describing diffusion on a Riemannian manifold, implies. In subsection 4.2 I found that the maximal value D s max of D s (σ) is finite in the infinite volume limit but that D s max slightly overshoots the topological dimension of 3. In subsection 4.3 I found that the minimal value D s min of D s (σ) -the value to which D s (σ) dynamically reduces-decreases with k 0 towards the AC phase transition. This last finding leads to the conclusion that k 0 alone does not set the scales of the quantum geometry on sufficiently small scales, counter to a conjecture of Ambjørn, Jurkiewicz, and Loll [11] .
Taken together, the results of section 4 lead to several novel insights. The findings of subsections 4.2 and 4.3 point to the possibility of D s max equaling 3 in the infinite volume limit. While D s max clearly overshoots 3 in the infinite volume limit for k 0 = 1.0, D s max decreases as k 0 approaches the AC phase transition for fixed N 3 . By adjusting k 0 to a value near k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * (a) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Euclidean dynamical triangulations [11, 13] . Branched polymers are self-similar or scale-invariant structures as evidenced, for instance, by the constancy of their spectral dimension with the diffusion time. Ordinary branched polymers have a spectral dimension of 2 , fixed by the branched polymeric nature of the quantum geometry on sufficiently small scales. This explanation's viability clearly rests on the findings of future investigations, for instance, of the type performed in [13] . This explanation itself suggests that ensembles of causal triangulations closer to the AC phase transition probe smaller physical scales for fixed N 3 . An analysis of the type performed in [24] might test this suggestion.
This physical explanation of dynamical dimensional reduction also harmonizes with the aim of causal dynamical triangulations. As I briefly discussed at the end of section 2, one hopes to remove the regularization by causal triangulations by taking a continuum limit at a nontrivial ultraviolet fixed point. The theory corresponding to a fixed point is scale-invariant, and, as I noted just above, branched polymers are scaleinvariant structures. Branched polymeric quantum geometry on sufficiently small scales could thus signal the existence of the desired fixed point.
To determine whether a continuum limit exists, one typically performs a renormalization group analysis. Specifically, one looks for renormalization group trajectories connected to a candidate fixed point location along which the lattice spacing approaches zero (in physical units) as the trajectories approach this location. If such trajectories exist, then one can take a continuum limit by tuning the bare couplings to the fixed point. Such an analysis assumes that one knows how to delineate renormalization group flows. In most contextsspecifically, those in which there is a fixed spacetime-this assumption is completely justified: there exist well-established techniques for delineating renormalization group flows, for instance, coarse-graining transformations or flow equations. In the context of nonperturbative quantum theories of gravity-in which case there is no fixed spacetime-delineating renormalization group trajectories is considerably more difficult [19] . How does one delineate a renormalization group trajectory in the latter context? As Ambjørn et al and Cooperman clearly explain [6, 21] , one must return to the defining characteristic of a renormalization group trajectory: the physics described by the succession of effective theories along a renormalization group trajectory remains fixed, merely being probed over different intervals of scales. Accordingly, one delineates a renormalization group trajectory by following fixed values of sufficiently many physical observables through the space of effective theories as the interval of scales being probed changes systematically. Of course, coarse-graining transformations and flow equations employ this definition, but their presentations and implementations do not always make this methodology apparent. How does one change the interval of scales being probed in the latter context? At least within causal dynamical triangulations, as Ambjørn et al [6] and Cooperman also clearly explain [6, 21] , one directly simulates ensembles of causal triangulations intrinsically characterized by different intervals of scales.
Ambjørn et al and Cooperman both proposed renormalization group schemes for causal dynamical triangulations on this basis; however, their schemes were too deficient in physical observables to allow for unambiguous delineation of renormalization group trajectories [6, 21] . To overcome this deficiency, Ambjørn et al invoked an additional assumption, a constant lattice spacing [6] , whereas Cooperman proposed employing an additional physical observable, the spectral dimension [21] . The value of the spectral dimension at a fixed physical scale-as opposed to its value at a fixed diffusion time-is a physical observable. One could therefore use the spectral dimension in delineating renormalization group trajectories provided that one could also determine the physical scale at which the spectral dimension takes a specified value. Making this determination proves rather nontrivial, but I am currently pursuing this goal [23] . Since one simulates different ensembles of causal triangulations to change the interval of scales being probed, using the spectral dimension to delineate renormalization group trajectories translates into determining the circumstances under which measurements of D s (σ) on different ensembles probe the same spectral dimension. Understanding the dependence of D s (σ) on the number of D-simplices and the bare couplings is crucial to making this determination.
A Estimates and errors
I estimate the ensemble average spectral dimension D s (σ) and the error [ D s (σ) ] in D s (σ) as follows [20] . Since the number N 3 of 3-simplices is on the order of 10 5 or 10 6 for the causal triangulations T c that I have simulated, I cannot feasibly compute the return probability P Tc (σ) by summing the heat kernel elements K Tc (s, s, σ) over every 3-simplex s in T c . I instead estimate P Tc (σ) by sampling a subset of M randomly selected 3-simplices s m : 
